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Introduction:
Capet Pat is a dedicated website to providing carpet quality patterns for hand weaving craft for
carpets from images. Carpet weaving can be for hobbyists or craftsmanship on per order sales or
factory production.
Weaver can upsize the carpet size or montage the pattern by placing alterations to existing stitches
by substituting stitches by neighbouring stitches. Weaver can also add texts and logos to the pattern.
These guidelines also apply to patterns used for rugs weaving on canvas and embroidery on canvas
and loom tapestry and needlework on fabrics.

Prelude:
Many fine software given the fact exist that can be used to add text or logos or make alterations to
the pattern. However, the easiest way to do these tasks is by using Windows Paint where each step
is illustrated below.
In any case if Windows Paint is to be used or any other software the text placed or logos introduced
need to be none antialiased as predominant condition. Following the introduced steps using
Windows Paint ensure none antialiasing is served when placing texts or logos or making alterations
to the pattern.
Carpet Pat can not process a pattern that has antialiasing components on grounds of a Montage
service because it required a reprocessing of the whole pattern. If antialiased text or antialiased
logos are required then they need to be placed on the Original image not a pattern which is the Tiled
image where Original image does require to be reprocessed to a whole new pattern where
processing fees apply as Personal pattern not Montage service fees.
The steps below ensure text added or logos or montage alterations are none antialiased yet these
steps need to be met as requirement otherwise antialiasing might occur. These steps are easy to
follow.
The artwork produced can be tested using Atlas for none antialiasing and mesh dots areas print.
Atlas also allows a pattern to be printed to scale on any material.
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Colours Count Of A Text Or A Logo:
When antialiasing occur colours count jump from handful weaver used to many and often too many
where an indications of the text or logo or both are antialiased. Atlas a free to download patterns
print utility software include an artwork test feature that include colours counting for a photo, as
follows,

So in Details window number 7 in cloud is the number of colours used including the background
white indicating clearly the number of colours used to draw the art work so no antialiasing exist. If
number of colours are many then antialiazing was the case where not allowed and if few numbers
where on top of 7 like 8 for example then it largely that residues of black and white pixels conversion
introduced below might have still existing. If number in cloud is many then it requires a complete
processing to a pattern as Personal pattern fees not as small Montage service fees if the image was
none antialiased. It is easy to draw text and logo without antialiasing as required using Windows
Paint as introduced below.
For details using Atlas refer to ‘Adding Text and Logos and Pattern Montage.pdf’ at Links Page of
Carpet Pat website. Atlas also allow presenting where mesh dots are printed of a text and a logo
before artwork emailed to Carpet Pat for processing to a pattern as Montage service.
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Adding Text To A Pattern:
1- Open Windows Paint and add text to size and colour and font required. Use colours from the
existing pattern palette at Palette Index file as much as possible so fewer colours or same to
be used, as follows,

The text is still antialiased.
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2- Change photo property to Black and White.
From Image Properties, select Black and White and press OK even text colour selected was Black, as
follows.

After pressing OK the text becomes black, however none antialiased also a result of Image Properties
change took place required even if text colour itself selected is Black, applies, this time.

Note: Weaver can choose changing image Properties to Black and White to start with first before
anything else where already true none antialiased then place his writing where all of them in solid
black then change Image Properies to Color if more easy to him where three steps required either
way of writing texts and changing Image properties either way chosen. Atlas allow none antialising
testing of artwork by presenting colours count in Details window.
The only difference is small difference in text body where regarding WYSIWYG is totally weaver
choice to select either or.
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3- Change photo property to Colour.
Now the text is in black, next from properties select Colour again and press OK.

After pressing OK the text becomes in colour mode again yet black, however the text is now none
antialiased, applies, this time. Only previous text is now none antialiased where if new text need to
be added then weaver need to go through previous steps again, so it is a good idea to write all your
texts at one step.
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4- Render text with original colour.
The colour used for text is still unaltered so can be used to render the black text by using Fill directly,
unless original colour was black so this step can be skipped yet not the Image Property changes
made before, as Follows,

The text although in colour however none antialiased this time even original colour was black which
what required. If text alone is required the existing result is ready to be placed on the pattern where
the tiled image. If logo is required then consider the next step otherwise copy and paste directly on
pattern as to be explained below.
Note: Weaver can save the artwork in .bmp format supported by windows Paint and test the none
antialiasing using Atlas. If number of colours reported by Details tool is 2 in this case then it is
confirmed that the text is none antialiased.
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Adding Logo To A Pattern:
Logos can be drawn directly using any tool you select at Windows Paint since all are none antialiased
as long as logo is drawn only and not copied from other drawings. Use Colours from the existing
pattern palette at Palette Index file as much as possible so fewer colours or same to be used, as
follows,

Do not copy logo from any other source and paste it on the artwork aimlessly because antialising
need to be avoided other than colours themselves might be rendered on logo like a photo which
requires in this case reprocessing of pattern therefore copy and paste from other source not
allowed. In order to do so the source logo need to be none antialiased tested using Atlas as
illustrated above before copy and paste required to take place.
For logo only do not apply the 4 steps above since drawing is none antialiased on its own already so
no need to black and white the process same as the current with text where what took place is only
drawing which does the required task.
Weaver can save the artwork to .bmp format for keeping before copy and paste to a pattern. The
artwork saved can also be tested meanwhile using Atlas for none antialiasing check before copy and
paste is performed. Using Atlas for artwork test is simple and straight forward.
Now the text and logo are ready to be placed on pattern. How to place them on pattern follow the
next steps.
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Placing Text and Logo On Pattern:
1- Copy the text and logo from the artwork using Transparent Selection option.

Note: Transparent selection means pure white colour, where text or logo are, will not be selected.
The white not selected is pure white where red and green and blue are all of a value of 255 each.
However, for any reason weaver wish white by part or as a whole in the selection rectangular also to
be selected for reasons like white is a required part of a text or logo then he must use next close to
pure white colour for selection to take place where also white but not pure where red is set to 254
while green and blue are of 255 value. In This case whatever drawn with the not pure white or filled
will in this case be selected. It is possible to see the effect when text and logo are placed on pattern
before sending the pattern to Carpet Pat for a new pattern to be processed.
So weaver to include white to text or logo must select a white of values 254 red and 255 for green
and blue to draw with or fill where rest white not required on boundaries for example can stay at
255 value for all red and green and blue to remain transparent when copy and paste to pattern takes
place.
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2- In the same Windows Paint session from File menu Open the Tiled file.
Tiled file is the pattern image file, next simply paste the copied text and logo and place it any place
on pattern. Once complete save the Tiled image file in .bmp format supported by Windows Paint
and email it for new pattern with changes placed to Carpet Pat as follows,

Now the new pattern emailed to the weaver from carpet Pat is with Text and logo. It is a good
practice to make a safe copy of Tiled image file before placing changes in case things might get
wrong where still the weaver have the original pattern files.
Despite all steps where none antialiased yet it is a good practice to make certain that the photo to
be emailed to Carpet Pat is none antialiased test the colours count using Atlas Details tool before
email where colours count expected are the pattern colours count listed in the pattern ‘Product
Information’ file plus the few added colour of text and logo.
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Placing Alterations On Pattern, Montage:
If alterations need to be made to pattern then they are to be added before email the Tiled image file
to Carpet Pat. The process to apply the alterations to the Tiled image file are also made using
Windows Paint using two tools provided, Pick Color and Pencil.
Pick Color allow weaver to select a colour to be used to colour a pixel or a stitch. Pencil allow weaver
to place that colour on the target pixel or stitch. By repeating these two steps a peek and poke
process of selecting a neighbouring colour and rendering a targeted stitch can be made as required
until pattern required alterations are to weaver satisfaction or required by the client.
The weaver can also select a colour from available colours in Palette Index File using Colour select in
RGB at Windows Paint supported where only Pencil required to place that colour to a stitch or Pixel.
If you are not used to Windows Paint then it is a good idea to consider allocating some time aside to
practice then delete the files since you already saved the original pattern files at safe place where
working on a copy.

Pattern Before Montage

Pattern After Montage

So suppose a weaver wish to remove the few stitches from top of the balloon where he use
Windows Paint Pick Color tool to select the very adjacent blue already also in Palette Index file since
in pattern and use Pencil to replace the few stitches with the blue colour as illustrated above.
This process can be repeated as much as required to weaver satisfaction or client request or to
redefine the artwork altogether. After alterations are complete save the pattern where Tiled image
in ‘.bmp’ format supported by windows Paint along with Text already placed earlier and logo or
without if alterations only required and email to Carpet Pat for new pattern only with new
alterations also placed this time.
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All Text And Logos Personal Pattern:
A Weaver can email an all text and logos self designed artwork using Windows Paint following the
above steps to introduce a none antialiased artwork for any colours used including backgrounds
then save as .bmp image supported by Windows Paint and email to Carpet Pat to be processed as
Montage service where Montage service fees applies not a Personal pattern processing fees where
just about purchasing an existing pattern cost. The weaver can email the artwork in .bmp image
format to Carpet Pat as Montage service only for a pattern where Montage service fees only applies.
Any artwork larger than 4000 stitches size for this type of patterns either height or width or
antialiased will be discarded, yet no limit to smaller sizes for this service, and sender will be
prompted for the reasons where if weaver knows in advance that the writings and logos are already
antialiased then he can apply for a pattern processing as Personal pattern option like any photo to
be processed to pattern where Personal pattern processing service this time is what applied.

All text and logos pattern drawn using Windows Paint

So a weaver can have an all text and logos carpet for his local clinic or travel agent or any business
same as adding text or any other logo on an existing pattern like illustrated earlier however without
a pattern background as an option.
Also since size is no limit smaller then this service suits also who need pattern to place small
footprint embroidery on canvas or fabric even in few hundred stitches range or less width or height
where same rule applies regarding none antialiased artwork processed to pattern where Montage
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services fees apply or antialiased artwork processed to pattern where Personal pattern services fees
apply.
Since in this service photo size is allowed more than 1000 pixel or stitched width or height, the
weaver given the fact can place an existing pattern inside his ‘All Text and Logos Personal Pattern’
simply by copy and paste a pattern to his new pattern and email it to Carpet pat for Montage service
fees only for a pattern to be processed by copy and paste a pattern image where Tiled.bmp to the
‘All Text and Logos Personal Pattern’ file created larger as follows,

Now if given the fact thought about it, it makes sense Montage service since pattern inside already
processed then all text and logos are in effect an alteration one way or another which justify larger
size of new pattern as Montage service even without text and logos and on larger footprint or size
pattern as long as Tiled.bmp file copied inside is the same default size where even without logos on
border either and also apply even if alterations do not exist if not required where only white space
enlargement or any colour is added is also allowed Montage service where Montage service fees
applies not Personal pattern processing fees.
To make certain that the photo to be emailed to Carpet Pat is none antialiased test the colours count
using Atlas Details tool before email where colours count expected are the pattern colours count
listed in the pattern ‘Product Information’ file plus the few added colour of texts and logos.
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Sphere Logo Example:
On most cases logos handed from companies are of large count of colours because of anialiased or
smoothed or factors beyond the draftsman who designed a logo. An example is this Sphere logo that
the colours of the design were rendered photo style from pink to orange. In this case Atlas reports
number of colours used at Palette Count in Details window of 7256 colours as follows,

For starters it means that weaver book that many colours plus adding effort changing colours on
each step weaving which is effort consuming. In this case the weaver can seek logo owner consent
to use one colour which in middle for the whole logo resulting a logo with only one colour which is
the red selected since white will be made transparent anyway like follows.
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1- Open logo in windows Paint and Pick colour between orange and pink area using ‘Pick Color’
tool for storage then change Image Properties to Black and White.

2- When logo is black change Image Properties back to colour.
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3- Fill sphere solids with selected colour using Fill tool. Note black dots left.

4- Zoom IN logo to bring forward the black dots where and what between the logo is the effect
of antialiasing also causing the higher colours count to take place.
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5- Start removing black dots using Erase tool and Pencil tool after selecting white colour.

6- After removing all black dots the logo should have only two colours where white also
transparent when copy so the whole logo ends with one colour instead of 7256 started with.

Save the artwork to .bmp file supported by Windows Paint.
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7- Open artwork saved using Atlas Test Artwork at file Menu and do colours count again using
‘Details’ where this time should report 2 colours.

Now the logo is none antaliased and photo style rendering normalized which can be processed as
Montage service at Carpet Pat instead treating the logo as an image to be processed to pattern as
Personal pattern service.
Weaver need logo owner consent to change rendering or better yet ask the logo owner to supply the
logo in none antialiasing form while colours are normalized not photo style rendered where the
draftsman who draw the logo should be able to supply that variant otherwise the weaver can do it
himself since easy to follow steps or ask an IT person to do it for him.
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Tree Logo Example:
Another example is of multicolour logo like this one where thought of few colours yet antialiasing
exist of many colours can be counted using Atlas. In order to process this type of logo antialiasing
between colours need to be removed following the following steps,
1- Open logo using Windows Paint and fill all solids using Fill Tool with pure white. The
antialiasing lines should start to appear.

2- Use Image Properties to change logo to Black and White as shown previously.
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3- Change logo back to colour using again Image Properties, now antaliasing is gone.

4- Fill the resultant logo solids again with original colours from original logo.

Note: before even first start, weaver can test the logo in case already none antialiased although
more likely to be antialiased using Atlas Details tool because if not antialiased black lines can not and
will not exist neither need to process in the first place since already reported none antialiased where
colours are few.
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5- The logo should look like this and none antialiased where Atlas can introduce the new
colours count using Details tool. If your logo owner is happy with the black lines so it would
do apart filling white points within black lines with black colour that required to be made.

6- In case of need to remove the black lines then each black line has two sides of different
colours and made of multiple layers where weaver can remove one layer at a time on either
side then the other side with corresponding side colour of each side at a time until all gone.

It takes some time doing it but worth it better yet a weaver can have an IT person to do it for him.
There are other techniques can be used however practice build these skills on time.
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